
Karisma introduces... 
fast, seamless reporting workflow to 
        help you free up some time



karisma
karisma reporting
Kestral has listened to the feedback and requests of its customers and 
evolved Karisma Reporting to a new level of workflow efficiency.

Karisma offers digital dictation and voice recognition with Dragon  
NaturallySpeaking® or SpeechMagic™ as well as PACS integration, quick 
access to patient, request and practitioner details and a full report  
history with scanned document images at hand.

With such power and flexibility on offer from Karisma, you’ll notice a 
world of difference in the speed and accuracy of your reporting. The 
only question is, what will you do with your extra time?
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karisma
patient history
A colour-coded report history timeline gives Radiologists simple access 
and identification of historical examinations.

You can easily view only the reports you need by matching modalities, 
matching body parts or any combination of both. You can also open 
historical PACS images, request forms and patient and practitioner  
details right from the reporting screen.

Quick and simple access to prior reports lets you put all the important 
pieces together - make comparisons between scans, check related body 
parts or take a look at every service for a single modality. Karisma puts 
everything you need at your fingertips.
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At Kestral, we know not everyone does things the same way. That’s why we listened to our 
users and gave them layout options to choose the reporting screen they want. 

custom layout

compact



custom layout

vertical
horizontal

Using the Compact, Vertical or Horizontal layouts, you can view or hide various elements of the 
screen to suit your workflow, save space or get a better look at a particular detail.



request panel

karisma

Access patients, pricing, services, practitioners, conditions and accounts 
for requests all from within the report dialog and modify details without 
changing modules. A single, direct link will take you straight to the PACS 
images for efficiency and convenience. 

Everything you need, from the report and associated request forms to 
a detailed history for the patient, is right there for the viewing - all in 
one place. You never have to go looking for the details you need. 

Images for the current report or those from any historic report are also 
easily accessible.
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karisma
request form images
Karisma’s integrated scanning capabilities let you scan request forms 
for display at a size to suit you. In the reporting screen, display only the 
information you want to see for ease of use and maximum utilisation of 
space. You can zoom images to get a closer look or view at full screen 
with a single click. 

A dynamic toolbar gives you the power to navigate through multiple 
images, rotate your view, fit the image to screen or view it actual size, 
all with intuitive mouse functionality. 

Karisma gives you everything you need for a streamlined and simple 
interface across every task in your day-to-day workflow. 
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navigation controls



word processor

karisma

With a built-in full-function word processor, Karisma lets you create  
format rich reports that are fully searchable, easy to read and a snap to 
review. With all the right tools, including tables and private comments, 
you can easily create thorough and professional quality reports. 

Powerful, user-defined templates containing embedded fields can be 
used to automatically paste common passages of text with dynamic  
information directly into a report - saving you time and effort. 

Coupled with tightly integrated voice recognition to SpeechMagic™ 
and Dragon NaturallySpeaking®, Karisma’s outstanding functionality 
will make the entire process of reporting a breeze.
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karisma
dictation panel
Digital dictation built into Karisma gives you the tools to record or  
import voice files to the report using the Philips Classic, Pro or Air 
SpeechMikes® or an external device. 

A convenient WAV viewer saves valuable time for transcriptionists who 
can actually see the sound in the voice file and know exactly where 
to listen. Foot pedals are easily integrated to stop, start and navigate 
voice files with little effort.

To make things even easier, playback speed is variable so your voice 
can be slowed for better clarity, or sped up to save time. 
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voice recognition

karisma

Karisma gives you the option of using SpeechMagic™ or Dragon   
NaturallySpeaking®. These products are fully integrated and recognition  
occurs immediately, with text appearing as you speak. 

Corrections can be made on-the-fly using the word processor functions. 
Pressed for time and don’t want to make corrections? With SpeechMagic™, 
one button sends the voice file to the transcriptionist. Want to change what 
you dictated earlier in a long report? It’s already on screen for updating.

With Dragon NaturallySpeaking®, you can navigate around Karisma with  
access to patient records, reports, requests, services and work lists.  
Seamlessly embedded voice recognition puts you in complete control 
of Karisma.
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karisma
report distribution
Reports you create in Karisma can be distributed to any number of 
recipients in a variety of ways. Addresses, emails, phone and fax  
numbers, printers, servers, modems and fax machines are all managed 
from within Karisma, so you can configure delivery without interacting 
with external systems. 

Distribution can be run on an automatic schedule, or you can send  
reports manually at any time. 

Karisma’s powerful HL7 message integration means you can send  
reports to partner products in the HL7 format, further integrating your 
entire system.
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report status

karisma

If you want to save the progress of a report without updating the  
status, just park it. Parking a report will keep it safe from changes by 
anyone except you. When you’re ready, simply click a button to access 
the report.

Authorise a report too soon? Karisma’s Delayed Authorisation feature 
lets you configure grace time that delays authorisation by however 
long you choose. Just go back and fix things before the report is finally 
released. 

Karisma gives you complete control; helping to ensure all of your  
released reports are accurate. 
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Kestral has listened to its customers and invested in 
the development of the Karisma reporting  
solution to maximise reporting efficiency.
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